Let A be a commutative ring with identity. The main result states conditions that ensure the finiteness of prime ideals in a coherent ring A of global dimension two. Precisely, any ideal containing two noncomparable prime ideals is finitely generated. As a corollary it follows that a Krull domain of global dimension two is noetherian. Another corollary is that if A is not semihereditary it contains a finitely generated maximal ideal.
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Abstract. Let A be a commutative ring with identity. The main result states conditions that ensure the finiteness of prime ideals in a coherent ring A of global dimension two. Precisely, any ideal containing two noncomparable prime ideals is finitely generated. As a corollary it follows that a Krull domain of global dimension two is noetherian. Another corollary is that if A is not semihereditary it contains a finitely generated maximal ideal.
Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to consider properties of finiteness of ideals in rings of global dimension two, in particular, the finiteness of prime ideals in a coherent ring of global dimension two. The main result states that any ideal in A containing two noncomparable prime ideals is finitely generated if A is a coherent ring of global dimension two.
As a corollary it follows that a Krull domain of global dimension two is noetherian. Another amusing consequence is that if A is not semihereditary it contains a finitely generated maximal ideal.
Next we show that if F is a finitely generated nonminimal prime ideal of a ring A of global dimension two, A\P is noetherian and P can be generated by three elements, which is the same estimate obtained in the classical noetherian case.
1. Preliminaries and statement of main result. Any unexplained terminology is either standard (as in, for example, [6] ) or defined in [11] .
Let A be a commutative ring with identity. A ring is said to be coherent if all of its finitely generated ideals are finitely presented. An ideal / is finitely presented if there is an exact sequence O^K^F-^I^O where F is free and both F and K are finitely generated. [December For an .¿-module E, the projective dimension of E (pd^ E, for short) is finite and equal to n, we recall, if there is an exact sequence 0-*P"->-*P0^£^0 with P¡ ^4-projective and n least; otherwise the projective dimension of E is said to be infinite.
The global dimension of A (gldim A, for short) is then the supremum of the projective dimensions of all ^-modules.
In [14] the main result here was proved for domains. As it happens, domains of global dimension two are coherent rings. It is thus natural to ask whether the result is still true when A is coherent of global dimension two. By modifying the argument of [14] , we prove the following theorem. Theorem 1.1. Let A be a coherent ring of global dimension two and let M be an ideal of A containing two noncomparable prime ideals P and Q (i.e. P<fQ and Q<£P). Then M is finitely generated.
We start with some basic lemmas. Lemma 1.2. If A is coherent of global dimension two, then the annihilator of each element a of A is generated by one idempotent e. Furthermore, a+e is a regular element of A.
Proof.
Let l=(0:a)={r e A:ra=0} be the annihilator of a. According to [10] , if we can show that / is finitely generated and I2=I, then / is generated by one idempotent. Since there is an exact sequence 0 -I^A^aA^O and A is coherent, / is finitely generated. By [7] , 2=gldim A-gldim AP, for prime ideal P of A; on the other hand it follows from [11] that AP is a domain. Hence for each prime ideal P, /P=(0) if /<=P or /P=(l) if I<tP, thus giving I2=I.
Let I=(0:a)=eA; if r(a+e)=0, we must show r=0, i.e. a+e is a regular element. Since 0=0e=(ra+re)e=re2=re, ra=0 and r e Ae; therefore we can write r=se for some s e A. Thus r=se=se2=re=0. If I is an overdense finitely generated ideal of A ; then A\I is an artinian ring. In particular, the ideals above I are finitely generated.
The following proposition is known as Burch's theorem [6, p. 148, Exercise 8] which we quote for convenience. Proposition 1.5. Let Abe a commutative ring, I be a finitely generated ideal with a resolution 0-*-A"~1^*-An-*-I-*0. If I contains a regular element, then I=tD where D = (du---,dn) is the ideal generated by all n-lxn -l minors of the nxn -l matrix corresponding to 0, t is a regular element of A. Furthermore, D~X=A.
2. The proof of Theorem 1.1.
Proof.
Since P, Q are two noncomparable prime ideals contained in M, let us pick elements a eP-Q and b e Q-P. According to (1.2), let (0:a)=eA, (Q:b)=gA where e, g are idempotents of A. Let / be the ideal generated by a, b, e and g. Resolve this ideal in the following way
where h(x,y,z,w) = ax+by+ez+gw. Since gldim A=2, [1] says that pd^ I= 1 ; and thus L is projective. L is also finitely generated for A is coherent. Since F is a finitely generated projective module, according to [2, p. 138] there is a partition of the unity (/1; • • • ,fn)=A with the property that Lf is ^-free of finite rank. (Here/stands for any of the/'s and Lf is the module of fractions arising out of the multiplicative set of powers off.) Again by [2, p. 137], we can prove M is finitely generated by proving Mf is finitely generated in Af for those/^ M. Notice that in these cases the choices of a, b, e and g are not affected. Thus change notation and assume that L is a free ^4-module of rank 3. Thus (*) becomes the following exact sequence Q-^A3-^Ai^I^0.
Note that a+e is a regular element in /. By (1.5), we have I=tD where D=(di,d2,d3,di), t regular and D~1=A. It is easy to see dx+d3 is a regular element in D, hence, by (1.3), D is overdense. As (1.4) indicated, if we show D<^M then M will be finitely generated. To check this, let us first note that e e Q, geP and a=tdx, b = td2, e=td3, g=tdt. Clearly / ^ P or t ^ Q, as otherwise a=tdx e Q or b = td2 e P yields a contradiction. Since F is a prime ideal and a=tdxeP, hence diSP^M. Similarly, dAeP and d2, d3 e Q<=: M. If A is a ring of global dimension two, the weak dimension of A (wd A, for short) could be 0,1 or 2. An immediate consequence of the preceding is Corollary 2.1. //gldim/i=wd A=2 and A is coherent, there is a finitely generated maximal ideal.
Proof. The condition v/dA=2 amounts to saying that for some prime ideal P, AP is not a valuation domain. Since AP is of global dimension two it must then be either noetherian or an umbrella ring [11] . In either case we must have P maximal containing two noncomparable primes and (1.1) applies. 3 . A characterization of noetherian domains of global dimension two. In this section, A will be, unless otherwise specified, a commutative ring of global dimension two.
A domain A is called a Krull ring if A satisfies the following two conditions: (1) If P is a prime ideal of height one in A then AP is a noetherian valuation ring. (2) An arbitrary principal ideal aA of A is the intersection of a finite number of primary ideals of height one. Proposition 3.1. Let A be a local ring of global dimension two, then A is a Krull ring if and only if A is noetherian.
First note A is integrally closed [11] . It is well known that a noetherian integrally closed domain is a Krull ring [9] . Conversely, according to [11] , it suffices to show that A is neither a valuation domain nor an umbrella ring. Since a Krull ring with Krull dimension one is noetherian [9] , assume that the Krull dimension of A is at least two. Let P be a prime ideal of A which is not maximal; pick x $P, x not a unit, hence xA<fiP. If A is a valuation ring, then PcxA = QxC\-• -nQ"c: Pxr\-■ -C\Pn where Q{ is P¿-primary and height of P, is one for all i. Hence P^xA^Pi for some i, thus xA=P which kills the fact that A is a valuation ring. If A is an umbrella ring, pick P as a countably generated prime ideal (if no such P then A is noetherian), then P^xA for some prime element x$P [11], and the argument above contradicts A is an umbrella ring. 
We prove that every prime ideal M is finitely generated. Notice that AM is a Krull ring [9] and, by (3.1), AM is a noetherian if M is an ideal of height two, and by (1.1) M is finitely generated.
Let P be a prime ideal of height one; then AP is a discrete valuation ring with a maximal ideal generated by a e P. Consider the primary decomposition of aA : aA = Qxh---nQn where Qx is the primary component corresponding to P. Pick b e Q2C\-• ■ c\Q"-P; it then follows by the choices of a and b thatP=(a):¿>, which is finitely generated since A is coherent.
To end this section, consider the example of [8] . Note that g2= 1. Let A be the subring of R of elements left fixed by g. By [9, p. 55] , A is a Krull ring. Since A is not noetherian [8] , by (3.2), A
is not a ring of global dimension two.
4. Finitely generated primes. Let F be a finitely generated prime ideal of A. We begin with some observations on A/P. Since pd^ A\P=2, P is either projective or pd^ P= 1.
If pd^ F=0 and the annihilator / of F is different from zero, then P must be a minimal prime (otherwise / would be contained in each minimal prime and would be a nilideal, which is impossible since A is reduced). In this case, since F is a pure ideal, A/P is a ring of global dimension at most two and thus coherent. Note that in this case F is generated by one idempotent.
Let us then assume that F is a faithful ideal and consider two cases depending on whether the projective dimension of F is 0 or 1.
We begin by remarking that if A is a ring of global dimension two (not necessarily coherent) and / is a finitely generated faithful ideal then A\I is coherent. Indeed, let / be a finitely generated ideal above /; J being faithful it is of finite presentation. The sequence 0-oI-^J-^JII^O then says (by Schanuel's lemma) that /// has finite presentation as an .¿-module. Thus there is an exact sequence A^^An^J/I^0 which by tensorization with Ají gives the desired conclusion.
Case I. pd¿ F=0. We show that A/P is noetherian. We recall the definition of the finitistic projective dimension of a ring B (FPD B, for short), is simply obtained by considering in the definition of the global dimension only those modules with finite projective dimension.
Proposition 4.1. Let B be a coherent domain with FPD B=l. Then B is noetherian.
If the finitistic projective dimension of a coherent ring B is zero, then B is artinian [3] and thus B is noetherian. If FPD P=l, let Q be a nontrivial prime ideal of B and pick O^aeQ.
The ring BjaB has, by the change of ring theorem of [7] , FPD BjaB=0. As BjaB is also coherent, it follows from the above that BjaB is noetherian and hence Q is finitely generated. The ring A/P has, by the change of ring theorem of [4] , [5] , finitistic dimension at most one and hence, by (4.1), A/P is noetherian.
Case II. pd^P=l. Since P has a finite presentation, pd^P=pd^ PQ for some maximal ideal Q. But in AQ, by [11] , the only finitely generated prime ideal with projective dimension one is the maximal ideal; thus P=Q.
Estimating the number of generators.
We would like to estimate the number of generators of a finitely generated prime ideal P of A in this section.
If P is a minimal prime, we have already seen that it is generated by one idempotent.
"Let us again assume P faithful and consider two cases. Case I. P is projective. P®A¡P=P¡P2 is /i/P-projective of rank one; as A/P is a domain, P/P2 can be viewed as an ideal of A\P. Since A/P is a one dimensional domain, P/P2, by [13] , is generated by two elements and P is generated by three elements [13] .
Case IL P is a maximal ideal. We show that P is generated by three elements if A is coherent of global dimension two.
